BLACK TEAS
ASSAM GOLD, INDIA					£6.50
A majestic tea produced on Attabarie Estate.
Grand aroma with notes of fruit, malt and spice. Attabarie Estate from India’s subtropical
north east is renowned for its rich alluvial soils produces delicious full bodied Assam Tea. A
beautiful morning tea for Assam connoisseur.
JING CEYLON, SRI LANKA					£6.50
An outstanding Ceylon from Kenilworth Estate.
Superb, jade-black orthodox Ceylon leaf in neat twists. Rich, refined and elegant with smooth
sustained aroma with notes of roasted nuts and dried fruit. Unassertive yet long and satisfying
with an almost creamy wealth. A splendid afternoon tea
RED TEA
ORGANIC BOHEA LAPSANG, CHINA				
£6.50
Gently smoky and smooth, balanced in a harmony of supple creamy, liquorice root flavour
and almost peaty warmth. The difference between Bohea and commercial Lapsang is similar
to the distinction between mass-produced whiskies and slowly aged, artisan malts. Drying
the leaves slowly over barkless pine wood fires gives Wuyi Bohea soft, lingering smokiness,
making it an incredibly easy-to-slip-down and sophisticated after dinner tea.
YUNNAN GOLD, CHINA					
£6.50
Strong and full-bodied tea from Yunnan province. Caramel richness and a lingering finale of
spice - ginger, nutmeg and cloves make it a particularly good afternoon tea.When steeped,
the golden down covered buds of Yunnan Gold develop into a brew with an auburn sheen. A
highly unique and outstanding red tea.
TAIWAN RED JADE, TAIWAN				
£6.50
Full bodied and rounded with rich notes of toffee and hint of mint, delivering the concentrated
sweetness and depth of baked fruit with uplifting eucalyptus aroma. Sourced from the
picturesque Sun Moon Lake in the central Taiwanese region, Nantou.
BLUE TEA
TRADITIONAL IRON BUDDHA (MONKEY PICKED), CHINA		
£9.80
A definitive Chinese tea from the Fujian Province. Only 200kg are produced a year and it is
not picked by monkeys. The reference to monkeys has been traditionally used in South China
and Hong Kong to describe its quality and rarity. Medium fired and oxidised to traditional
methods to give a beautifully satisfying flavour. Notes of roasted hazel and autumn fruits. Ideal
all day.
WUYI BIG RED ROBE, CHINA				
£7.20
A complex character: it’s sweet and chocolaty, mixed with hints of roasted nuts. A delicious
introduction to Wuyi oolong teas with a rich and full flavour. It has the warmth of a slow burning charcoal fire and offers the comfort of a woolly rug. According to Chinese Medicine, this
ancient tea strengthens and aids digestion. Perfect for the dedicated oolong fan for everyday
drinking.
ALI SHAN, TAIWAN					£6.50
One of Taiwan’s most celebrated Oolong teas. With its fresh, clean and creamy texture, it
is extremely refreshing yet rich. Fantastically bright with spring flower, mango and apricot
complexities.
WHITE TEA
WHITE PEONY, CHINA					£6.50
Honeyed sweetness with fruit and vegetable notes. A delicious introduction to Chinese white
teas, picked from Tai Mu Mountain garden. The White Peony undergoes natural, slow ambient
drying. Composed of two-leaf and bud sets, White Peony is renowned for its refreshing
flavour. fragrant jasmine aroma.

JASMINE SILVER NEEDLE, CHINA				
£7.20
Silver Needle is China’s finest white tea. Its perfect, downy buds are picked and sun dried
in April, in the mountains of China’s Fujian Province. In August, the tea is laid beneath a
bed of fresh jasmine flowers for seven consecutive nights, marrying the sweet white tea
with fresh, fragrant jasmine aroma. A delicious tea to relax and unwind with.
GREEN TEA
DRAGON WELL, CHINA					£6.50
Complex and multi-layered with an irresistible combination of warm and creamy mouthfeel and lively, high definition flavours. Grassy freshness underscored by subtle liquorice
root.
Picked in Yanghai organic tea gardens, nestled in mountains near the ancient Song Dynasty
capital of Hangzhou. Dargon Well, China’s most celebrated green tea, consists of very
appealing pressed leaves in dappled greens and yellows.
ANJI BAI CHA, CHINA					£6.50
Neat, nipped bud and leaf in pine fresh green with deftly curled edges and lively appearance, Anji combines intriguing aromas in which soft spring flowers meet gentle tropical
fruits.
Sweet sappiness with lush textures and discreet floral top notes. Picked from the youngest
spring leaves & buds in the organic gardens of Botang Long, Zhejiang, China.
FINEST & RAREST SPECIALS
JUN SHAN SILVER NEEDLE, CHINA				
£30.00
A highly sought after tea, only produced on Jun Shan Island on Dong Ting Lake, Hunan
Province for a couple of weeks a year. Pre Rain Jun Shan Silver Needle is composed of
perfectly formed, tender buds that are hand-picked. Ripe flavours of mellow autumn fruit
and a very long, waxy, more-ish finish.
China’s most celebrated yellow tea, Jun Shan Silver Needle was an Imperial Tribute tea
back in the ancient days, and is often given as a national gift to visiting diplomats. It is also
well-known as Chairman’s Mao favourite tea.
Concentrated yet supremely gentle, alluding delicately to cucumber, green capsicum and
asparagus. At the finish, the flavour grows gently nutty – ground hazels and almond milk.
1970S RAW PUERH SUPREME				
£25.00
An extremely rare and beautifully aged loose raw puerh from the 1970s.
The infusion is a magnificent ruby red-brown and has an incredibly smooth, silky and
refined mouthfeel, with a flavour reminiscent of aging forests, sandalwood and mineral
complexities.
This is an stunningly refined puerh tea and a must try for any true puerh fan.
		
		
FRESH FRUIT & HERBAL TEAS
FRESH MINT						£5.00
FRESH LEMONGRASS & GINGER				
£5.00
ROSEBUD						£5.50
ORCHID & HONEY					£5.50
CHINESE FRESH FRUIT TEA 				
£7.20
A fragrant mix of Jasmine Silver Needle tea with seasonal fresh fruit
ICE TEA
JASMINE, LYCHEE & GNGER				
JASMINE, CUCUMBER & LIME				

£4.50
£4.50

DESSERTS
CHOCOLATE AND GREEN TEA GRAND CRU			
CAKE FROM THE SELECTION				
MOCHI SELECTION (BLACK SESAME, YUZU, GREEN TEA)		
ICE CREAM (MINT & CHOCOLATE, BLACK SESAME, COCONUT)		
SORBET (KUMQUAT, BLOOD ORANGE, MANGO)			
FROZEN YOGURT (LEMONGRASS, GINGER)		

£8.40
£8.40
£7.20
£7.20
£7.20
£7.20

